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Overview
What a week. I am still reeling. From current and recent University graduates wanting remote work
experience to people in their 30s-60s wanting to understand their pension and why when the US
markets are at all-time highs, their pension has barely moved.

Fifteen thousand new followers came from TikTok - the online video platform. I am doing 60-second
educational finance videos there and answering investing questions.
It quickly occurred the demand globally for financial education is overwhelming. So, I scaled up my
own remote internship/work experience at my asset management company.
I give them the same materials I use to train my staff. One who has gone on to be Global Head of
Marketing for Citibank. Another went on to manage $10billion at Newton Asset Management.
Incidentally, both happened to be women - levelling up the gender inequality in my industry. A third
went on to do her MBA and is establishing her own fund now with which I am helping.
If you're interested in remote work experience then go to www.campaignforamillion.com .
At the other end I had people concerned about their pensions. I educate people so they are better
armed to speak to their advisors.
The main problems I discovered are people don't know what to buy in their pension, how to choose,
why their advisor chose the funds he did, why he kept the losing ones, how come other stocks he did
not pick shot up, and why he seems fixated on UK stocks alone, when global stocks including large
safe profitable US companies have risen 100%.
Their frustration is merited.
My recent holdings – ServiceNow, PayPal (2x leverage), Keysight, Fisker (Spac and electric cars),
Bumble (IPO).
I was reading this by Buffett quoting Keynes on the topic of retained earnings and its importance to
stock returns. “John Maynard Keynes: “I have kept until last what is perhaps Mr. Smith’s most
important, and is certainly his most novel, point. Well-managed industrial companies do not, as a
rule, distribute to the shareholders the whole of their earned profits. In good years, if not in all
years, they retain a part of their profits and put them back into the business. Thus there is an
element of compound interest (Keynes’ italics) operating in favour of a sound industrial investment.
Over a period of years, the real value of the property of a sound industrial is increasing at compound
interest, quite apart from the dividends paid out to the shareholders.”
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I own Cadence Design – and it is one of the big ‘retained earnings’ companies. I also bought CMC
Markets – not because Lord Cruddas their founder is an old friend (just like Fisker is an old friend)
but financials.
My FTSE 350 – 8 and 9 Value Growth Income Ratings:
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By the way – if you go to the extreme thinking a few emerging market stocks make you diversified –
you’re wrong. See the image below.

Or even by size – it doesn’t diversify as people assume.
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So where are we with the market. It keeps rising with warnings of falls at the same time in equal
measure.
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And this comes against the crazy backdrop of WallStBets…
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But if you think you will time the market to buy the dips – you’re wrong

Of course I understand you are feeling Mofo let alone confusion when you see things like this…
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Yet, you’re aware how strong 2020 was and are afraid it could have peaked…

Crash or Dip?
Consider this data of PayPal. To me it says it all. I am not panicked.
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Whilst Goldman Sachs finds retail in the short-term are doing better than hedge funds (probably
thanks to huge risk and taking on GameStop), I think there is (as per image below) a 40% chance we
hit the red line in the next 3 months.

And this is one reason for my 40% chance of decline view…
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I am happy to tactically increase my UK holdings and below is one reason among many:
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I remain convinced you are better off being your own fund manager and stock picker than trusting
fund managers. And this is one reason:
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Personal
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My friend sold his listed company to Cisco post his own IPO. Delighted for him.
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I continue in my work for the UK Government seeking out great global technology companies to HQ
in the UK.
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Below are some of my angel investments (non-listed companies).
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